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Control of Initially Unknown Plants 
ANTONÍN VANĚČEK 
The spectrum of control theory problems is treated as the dynamics synthesis; in all those prob­
lems of control, reconstruction, compensation, recursive identification, adaptive filtering, and self-
adjusting regulator a problem specification is given by the prescription of a transient process for 
a relevant error and a problem solution is governed by the principle: those coordinates are best 
which simplify the problem most. 
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Concerning the control of initially unknown plants, we limit ourselves to such 
problems for which we can both understand the structure of solution and guarantee 
the finite enumerability of this solution. Our paper evolves inductively: we start 
with control for known state and parameters, then throwing out the hypothesis of 
known state we continue with the compensator and finally throwing out even the 
hypothesis of known parameters, we end with the self-adjusting regulator. The leading 
principle is to use such a model from the class of equivalent models, which makes 
the solution most straightforward. By the solution of all problems we understand 
the construction of such feedback gains (of control, reconstruction, and recursive 
identification) that the initial error decays with prescribed dynamics. 
In spite of the fact that we are concerned mostly with the identification, nowhere — 
with the exception of preface — there will occur the terms which are on the top in 
the frequency vocabulary of this area, i.e. partly the terms containing the superlatives 
(least squares, maximum likelihood, minimum variance), partly the terms referring 
to the distinguished personalities (bayesian estimation, gaussian noise, Kalman 
filter). 
Our treatise is inductive also with respect to the level of complexity of the control-
led plant. We start with the system with single state coordinate, continue to several 
state coordinates and finish with several inputs and outputs. 
PART 1 INTRODUCTION: CONTROL OF INITIALLY UNKNOWN 
GEOMETRIC SEQUENCE 
/ can't believe that God plays dice (Einstein) 
In the introductory part we shall concentrate ourselves on the core of control of 
initially unknown plants. We shall not be ashamed for dealing with the trivia: our 
model will be the most simple of the possible ones. Let us consider geometric 
sequence 
(1) a, Xa, X2a, X3a, ... 
or recursively 
(2) xt+L=Xxt, x0 = a (t = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) . 
For all initial states a the sequence (2) with increasing time t and \X\ < 1 decays — 
it is stable; for | l | S: 1, (2) is not stable. For orientation about the characteristic 
value X it holds: Let X be in the vicinity of 1. Then for X < \{X > 1, resp.) (2) decays 
to one half (doubles, resp.) approximately at the number of steps equal to the ratio 
of 70 and the distance of X to 1 given in %. (Let \ — (l — e) ' . 1 where 0 < e 4, 1. 
Then t = In i/ln (l - e) « 70/e%.) 
There are two sources of (2). At first there is given some empirical sequence for 
several time indices. (This empirical sequence of course does not exactly fit (2). 
We shall deal this further.) Second, there is given some deductive theory: velocity 
of change of some variable is proportional to that variable 
(3) - x, = nx, . 
at 
Solution of (3) for x0 = a, t = 0, is x, = e"
fa which at the times 0, T,2T... be-
comes a, e"ra, e3"7a, ... and this for X = e"T gives again (l). 
Let us return again to recursive relation (2) and let us further suppose that para-
meter X is such that the sequence (l) is not feasible, e.g. its state x, either grows too 
quickly (X ̂ > l) or decays too slowly (0 < A < l) or does not oscillate regularly 
(X 4= — 1). Let Xcm be the parameter of such sequence we want to have: 
(4) x.+ i = Xconx,. 
To change our unfeasible sequence (2) we shall control it by the input ut: 
(5) xt+l = Xx, + u,, u, = —kconx,. 
Comparing (4) and (5) we obtain the control gain 
( 6 ) fccon = X - Xcon. 
Using this gain, our unfeasible sequence (2) has changed to the sequence (4) we wanted 
to have. \Xcon\ < 1 makes control (5, 6) stable. 
Problem. Model the growing consumption of raw materials and modify it by 
recycling, i.e. reprocessing of the old products as the part of raw materials. 
Control (5, 6) was for stable Xcon the control to the zero required state: for all a 
and t —> co, x, -> 0. For the stable control to the required nonzero state xr we enlarge 
the input of (5): 
u, = —kcmx, + krxr. 
Then x t + 1 = Xconxt + krxr and for t -> oo: x, -*• (fc,/(l — Xcon)) xr which is equal to xr 
for kr = 1 — Xcon. Further x t + 1 — xr = Xcon(xt — xr) and the control error with 
respect to xr decays again with given characteristic value Xcon. 
Control (5) was derived from the current state x, which we generally do not know, 
knowing only the measurement of this state, the output 
(7) y, = x, + v,. 
The output disturbance vt is such that we resign on the construction on its full 
mathematical model, e.g. because the dimension of this model is too big for the time 
we have left to control. 
The current state x t we shall reconstruct from the copy of our model using the 
difference between the measurement and the old reconstruction, amplified by the 
reconstruction gain krec: 
X,+ 1 = Xx, + u, + krec(y, - x,) . 
374 Comparing the behaviour of reconstruction error 
X,+ l =defX,+ l ~ Xt+l = (X ~ Kec)x, - KecV, 
with the behaviour we want to have (for vt = 0): 
Xt+i = ArecXt , 
we shall obtain the reconstruction gain 
krec = X - Xm. 
For input derived from the current reconstruction of the state 
u, = —krecxt 
then 
(9) 
xt+i — Xconxt + (X - Xcon) xt, 
xt+1 = Xrecxt + (X - Xrec)vt. 
For the discussion of control based on reconstruction, let us first suppose vt = 0. 
Reconstruction error xt decaying from x0 according to Xrec drives control error xt. 
At least after the decay of x, there will decay, according to Xco„, even xt. Stable recon-
struction and control, i.e. |Arcc|, ]lco„[ < 1 implies stable control based on reconstruc-
tion. 
Further let us suppose vt + 0. We shall demonstrate that the model*) 
(10) xt+ t = Xxt + (1 - X) ut (0 < X < 1) 
*) The factor (1 — X) we are introducing for the normalization, compares the control to xr. 
is in some sense the low pass, i.e. it passes (almost without diminution) the slow 
harmonics of u, and (almost) rejects the fast harmonics. For x0 = 0, X = 0-9 we shall 
drive (10) alternatively by: (i) fast cosinusoid, sampled twice during its period — 
u, = cos (ntJTs), (ii) intermediate cosinusoid u, = cos (nf/lOT), (iii) slow cosinusoid 
cos (rtr/lOOT). See the Figure 1. 
Let us turn back to (8, 9). The fast components of u, on their transmission to x, 
are almost rejected by the low pass with characteristic value Xrec, and on their trans-
mission to x, by one another low pass with Xcon. (The slow components of u, trans-
cendent our scalar model and shall be treated in Part 2.) 
Finally, in the model (5, 7) we generally do not know the parameter X: we shall 
identify X recursively, simultaneously with control and reconstruction, from the com-
puted input and measured output. In (5, 7) we now have two unknowns: the state 
and the parameter. To make recursive identification independent of reconstruction 
(or to pass from the bilinear problem to the linear one), we shall eliminate from (5, 7) 
the state: 
(11) yt+l = xt+1 + vt+1 = Xx, + u, + v, + 1 = Xy, + u, + v,+ 1 - Xv,. 
We observe that the models (5, 7) - or the internal description, and ( l l ) - or the 
external description, are equivalent. The internal description has been germane to 
control and reconstruction, and similarly the external description will be germane 
to recursive identification. Let us observe that for zero disturbances v we could from 
the external description ( l l ) identify trivially X as (y,+ 1 — u,)lyt. About the dis-
turbance we can usually suppose that it is faster (or in the frequency sense it is high 
frequency dominant) more than the input and output. (Slow disturbances, e.g. bias 
and trend, transcend scalar model of Part 1 and will be treated in Part 2.) Previously 
we demonstrated the properties of low pass (10). Let us use this low pass for the 
prefiltering of the external variables. 
(12) ypf,t+x = V>w,< + (i - Kt) y't, 
uPf,,+i -= V P / . « + i1 - Kt) «* (o < Kt < - ) . 
»,r,t+i = Kfvpf,' +(l ~ Kf)vf 
To obtain the external description for the prefiltered external variables let us (i) 
substitute (11) to (12), (ii) multiply equation ad (i) by (l — Xpf), (iii) decompose the 
equation ad (ii) to the two equations differing by one time unit. Then one of these 
two equations ad (iii) will be the prefiltered external description 
( 1 3 ) yPf,,+i = hpf.t +
 upf,t + »-/,.+. - to,t,t • 
So, by the prefiltering the noise/signal ratio have been reduced. Now, the recursive 
identification of X will follow the structure of reconstruction. The constancy of para-
meter X can be written by the degenerate evolution: 
(14) A,+ 1 = A , . 
376 We shall identify the parameter A recursively from the copy of our model using the 
difference between the measurement and old identification, amplified by the recursive 
identification gain kidy. 
(j5) 2 f + , = K + ku,t{yPf,t- XyPf.t-\ -
 upf.>-i) • 
Subtracting (15) from (14) we obtain the evolution of recursive identification error: 
Ai + i ~def^ ~ ^-i+i = (1 ~ kidjtyPfjt-i)Xt — kUit(vpfit — Afpy-(_1). 
Comparing this with evolution we want to have (for v = 0) 
" i + i = ^id^t 
we finally obtain the recursive identification gain*) 
kid.t = (i - *id)lyPf,t-1 • 
So, our constancy condition on A is the condition for constancy for the transient 
time given by Xid. Stability of control based on reconstruction based on recursive 
identification, or the self-adjusting regulator, is given by the three characteristic 
values Xcon, X,ec, Xid. 
Problem. The consumption of certain products grows yearly by approx. 5%. It was 
ascertained that the raw materials (which can not be recycled) will be the limit of this 
growth and that the raw materials output must remain at the present level. At the 
same time with improving the estimate both of consumption growth and consumption 
there should be such consumption control to make this consumption settle at 150% 
of today state. This new state should be reached smoothly, approx. within 20 years. 
Control actions and measurements have to be carried monthly. Measurement dis-
turbances are such that the consumption can be estimated approx. from 6 measure-
ments, consumption growth from 12 ones. 
Now we shall touch the basic question about modelling. Why do we not pursuit 
the more subtle analysis of disturbances? Instead of rough frequency description, 
maybe, we could model them and further identify recursively the parameters (and 
reconstruct the state) of this model? During such an attempt we should find that not 
even this identification (and reconstruction) can be solved trivially, i.e. from the mi-
nimal number of measurements. So we have to model again the uncertainties of this 
model and wishing to be consistent, we should identify recursively the parameters 
(and reconstruct the state) of this model of model. Afterv/ard we should treat the 
model of model of model, . . . because to remain consistent we have no right to stop 
our modelling. Nevertheless with respect to finite enumerability we have to choose 
the number of modelling levels. We have chosen the lowest possible number of levels. 
*) Evidently under the regularity condition ypf_t-^ =1= 0. Nontrivial regularity conditions will 
be met in Parts 2,3. 
Sometimes is chosen one more level. Anticipating the Parts 2, 3, yet more can be 
said on the consequencies of modelling level growth. The lowest possible number 
of modelling levels leads, for the vector state, to matrices (—or the 2nd order tensors), 
one more modelling level to the 3rd order tensors, yet one more modelling level to 
the 4th order tensors,... So we have one more reason to stop the modelling levels 
number as soon as possible. 
PART 2 CONTROL OF INITIALLY UNKNOWN SINGLE-INPUT 
SINGLE-OUTPUT PLANT 
Things should be explained as simply as possible 
but not more simply {Einstein) 
The initially unknown plant which will be controlled by the single input using the 
measurement of the single output will be characterized by n state coordinates and 
n2 + 2n parameters. In Part 1 we were controlling the geometric sequence charac-
terized by the single state coordinate and the single parameter. Nevertheless this 
shift from 2 to n2 + 3n indeterminates will not be associated with "the curse of di-
mensionality". This will be achieved by the introduction of germane (and of course 
familiar) regularity conditions of reachability and reconstructibility. These will make 
possible to us to solve each problem in such state coordinates in which the solu-
tion is as easy as had been the solution in the scalar case in Part 1. Nevertheless 
for this ease of the solution we have to pay by the necessity of conversion to the 
coordinates germane for a problem. In spite of that we are solving the global problem 
of control of initially unknown plant by the decomposition to the three levels (re-
cursive identification, reconstruction and control) we are able to guarantee the 
feasible solution not only of separate levels but also of the global solution. 
2.1 Model 
We are beginning with the internal description (1,2) which couples the external 
variables (input, output) via the internal one (state). While the external variables 
which are either applied or measured, are of rational values, the internal variable 
can have, in addition to this, imaginary component, (l, 2). Similarly as in physics 
there exists no privileged system of coordinates but such a number of equivalent 
coordinates how many are there regular (i.e. 1 — 1 and onto) transforms of an arbitrary 
starting coordinates, and similarly for given internal description (1), the equivalent 
internal description is introduced, (3). State coordinates transform (3) induces the 
transforms of the state, input, and output matrices, (4). While for the specification 
of relevant problem (control, reconstruction, recursive identification) for geometric 
sequence it was sufficient to specify single characteristic value, for the specification 
of relevant problem for n-dimensional state model we have to specify, e.g., n charac-
teristic values (counting the multiplicites). For the latter specification we shall use 
the Jordan matrix (5c, 6). This we are using because of ease of computing of its 
powers, (7, 8). These powers will give us the prescribed evolution of (control, recon-
struction, recursive identification) error. Each square matrix is of course equivalent 
to the Jordan matrix, (9), so the latter specification suffices. Still further we shall 
limit ourselves to such Jordan matrix with the different blocks corresponding to 
characteristic values. Because of th;s we introduce the cyclic matrix, (10 to 15). 
Under cyclicity condition the Jordan matrix is equivalent to the Frobenius matrix, 
(16). The latter we also shall call the companion matrix because of its affinity to the 
characteristic polynomial: the components of the companion matrix are either zeros 
and ones or the coefficients of (monic, i.e. with unit leading coefficient) characteristic 
polynomial. Equivalence of cyclic Jordan and Frobenius matrx guarantees, for the 
stable characteristic values of the Jordan matrix, the stability of error evolution 
decribed by the powers of the Frobenius matrix, (17). Our solution of the relevant 
problem (control, reconstruction, recursive identification) will then be as follows: 
we shall specify the characteristic values X1,X2...Xn of relevant error evolution, 
from these we shall compute characteristic polynomial (X - X^iX — X2) ... 
... [X — X„) = X" — anX
n~l ... — a2X — ar and by this also the Frobenius matrix. 
(Because we are going from the specified rational characteristic values to the poly-
nomial and not take the opposite way, we shall suffice with the algebraically unclosed 
field of rational numbers.) We shall then correct the original state matrix by the 
feedback gain in such a way to be equal Frobenius matrix we want to have — trivially 
by computation of the n differences. This ease of synthesis will be made possible 
because the state coordinates will be such that the state matrix will be, generally 
time-variable, version of the Frobenius matrix. 
(1) Definition. By the internal description we understand the equations (state and 
output): 
(a) x, + 1 = Atxt + btut, yt = c'txt, 
where x, is n-dimensional state, ut is scalar input and yt is scalar output. State matrix 
A, : (Q + jQ)" -» (Q + jQ)", 
input matrix 
output matrix 
bt : Q -» (Q + jí 
where Q are rationals, Q + jQ their extension of imaginary components, t is integer 
time. Initial time x,0, state matrix A„ input matrix bt and output matrix c't are such 
that the output is rational. Instead of (a) we shall write (A„ bt, c't), too. 
(2) Example of internal description for n = 3. 
x\,t+ 1 j 0 o" xl,t T 
xг,t+ i = 0 -j o xг,t + 1 
_X3,( + 1_ 0 0 1 _xз,t_ 2 
l" xi.t 
1 , y( = [114] xг,t 
3 *з,t_ 
(3) Definition. By the equivalent internal description to the internal description 
(a) 1xt+1 =
 : A , lx, + lbtut, y, =
 xc\ 1x, 
we shall understand the internal description 
(b) 2 x ( + 1 =
 2 A t
2 x ( +
 2 M ( , >-( =







is uniformly regular, i.e. |det 1 2 P , | S_ e > 0 for all f. ('A„ 'b„ lc\) will be called i-th 
realization. 
(4) Corollary. The transform (3c) induces the transforms 
% ^ 2 b t =
 1 2 P ( + 1
1 5 ( , 
*cj ^ 2 C ; = ^ - p , -
1 
or % , 1 b„ J c; are transformed with 1 2 P ( + 1 ( ' ) " P . "
1 , 1 2 P ( + ] ( - ) - (
-) "-V 1 -
Proof. To (3b) we shall substitute 2x, from (3c). Then by comparison with (3a) 
we shall obtain the assertion. 




(p\° l~\p-1, P J , [ c _ c . j P - 1 ; P regular], 
'"'(CU-EI-M-
(&:]•[!]• [ ^ 
— c 2 — Я 2 c, + c 2 
Я2 Я_ — Я 2 _ 
Я 2 - a .Я; - a . = 0 (/' = 1, 2 ) , a\ ф 4 a , j 
are equivalent. (The realizations like (b) will be used for control gain synthesis, 
realizations like (c) will be used for error evolution specification, realizations like (a) 
will be well dispensed with.) 








. . ' 1 
(/ = !....) 
are of the dimensions rc; x n ; (jij + «2 ... + «r = n), is called the Jordan matrix 







Dt = Jt- XJ (i = 1, 2...r) 
K = max (fc, «!, n2 ... nr). 
Proof. For every block we shall use the binomial theorem: 
J\ - (XJ. + D)k 
= l(k)^'JID{ (j = 0, l...fc) 
= E 0 ) r ^ i (j = 0,l...k) 
because D{ = 0 for j > nt. 
(8) Theorem. Let |At|, |A2|, ..., |A,| < 1. Then for k -* oo, J
k -> 0. 
(9) Lemma. Every square matrix over R + jR is equivalent with Jordan matrix 
over R + jR. 
P r o o f see e.g. [6], In our paper we shall suffice with Jordan matrix over Q + jQ 
which is cyclic: 
(10) Definition. Matrix A is cyclic if there exists such vector g that the vectors 381 
g, Ag, A2g ... A"~1g are linearly independent. 
(11) Example. 
is cyclic — it suffices to take 




are not cvclic. 
[' -J- N- N 
(12) Corollary. Let the matrix A be cyclic. Than the vector A"g is linearly depen­
dent on the vectors g, Ag, ..., A"~1g. 
Proof. Any basis in the n-dimensiona! vector space has n elements. If we take as 
the basis g, Ag, ..., A"~1g then any vector, and thus even A'g must be dependent 
on this basis. 
(13) Theorem. If the blocks of the Jordan matrix and the subblocks of these blocks 
are mutually different, then the Jordan matrix is cyclic. 







Let us choose 
3 = "4'э.зxJ' 
382 Then 
[J4g...Jg g] 
r4Xl 3X1 2Xi 1 O 
/•i Á-^ /ij Xj 1 
ěli 3/2 T T o 
4A| 3A2 21 2 1 O 
Xt Xl Xl X-, 1 
For Xl + X2 the linear independence of the rows is guaranteed because: (a) for 
Xt, X2 4= 0 the rows are either polynomials of the different orders of the same in-
determinates (either Xl or X:) or of the same orders of the different indeterminates, 
(b) for Xl (or X2) = 0 the rows are of this indeterminate created by the unit vectors 
in the different coordinates. For the proof let us take 
9 = 
Then the matrix 
where for i = 1, 2 ... r: 
[J"~1g...Jgg] = 
и - 1 
и - 2 
и - 1 
п - 1 
и - 1 
• лr и - 2 И — S; — 1 
и - 3 
n - 2 
п - 2 
n - 2 w W . 
s ; = Y,
nj (y = L 2 ... r; J 4= i). For the block J ( which is not contained in the 
block Jj the cyclicity is again guaranteed by the reasoning ad (a, b). 
(14) Theorem and definition. Let the Jordan matrix XA be cyclic. Then it is equi­
valent with the Frobenius matrix 
2 A = 
0 . . 0 Яj" 






-« , = ( - ! )*! n W . - » + 1 , (fc = l,2...n) 
1=1;=i 
is the coefficient at the (n — /c)-th power at the characteristic polynomial 
char 2A = 1 + £ -a tA" "* = char ' A . 
k= 1 
Frobenius matrix is called also the companion matrix of the characteristic polynomial 
or just the companion matrix. 
Proof. For the orientation we shall start with demonstration for 
X 
Let us také 
lA = 
g = 
я 2 1 
я, 
X + ^ ) . 
•1 - [ : ; : ; : ; ] • 
We know already that vectors 
V "я" 
5, '.4ø = 1 , ] A 2 a = 2Я2 
Я2 АІ 
are linearly independent. We shall show that 2 A is given by the representation of ! A 
in the basis g, lAg, 1A2g. Evidently 
~0~ 
xAg = 0 . g + 1 . Ug + 0 . 1A2g = [g Ug M 2 a ] 1 
0 
lA2g = 0 . g + 0 . Ug + 1 . x A 2 a = [« Ug lA2g~\ 




the second column of 2 A is 
384 It remains to determine the third column of 2 A , i.e. 
This we shall determine from that, evidently, the equivalent Jordan and Frobenius, 
matrices should have the same characteristic polynomials 
det 
X-Xx 
X - А, - 1 
А - А, 
= det 
А 0 - ax 
- 1 X - a2 
0 - 1 А - cь 
A3 - (A, + A2 + A3) A
2 + (X{X2 + A2A3 + A ^ : ) X - X,X2X3 = 
= A3 — o 3 A
2 — a 2A — ay . 
F o r the proof it suffices t o take again 
Є Щ (l ! X 1 
9 = 
e„2 П;X 1 
eПr ł l r X 1 
(15) Corollary and definition. Let U J , | A 2 | , . . . , JA„I < 1. T h e n for k 
W e shall say tha t the realization 
[т|-j-
Cтlł 
is stable with the degree of stability given by the characteristic numbers Xu A2 ... Xn. 
For the all characteristic numbers being zero we shall speak about the maximum 
degree of stability. 
(16) Corollary. Let those characteristic numbers of Jordan cyclic matrix, which 
have nonzero imaginary part, be adjoined. Then the equivalent Frobenius matrix 
has rational elements. 
(17) Note. We shall use the cyclic Jordan matrix iA for synthesis specification, 
Frobenius matrix 2 A for synthesis solution. Because we shall specify lA over Q + jQ 
we shall manage with this algebraically unclosed field. 
2.2 Control 
Starting problem: how, from the initial state, to reach the final state, (1), leads 
to the regularization condition of reachability, (1 to 3). All the results we recommend 
the readers to interpret by some linear graphs, e.g. the signal flow graphs, (3): without 
this the results will look like the bag of tricks. Of more profound importance are 
the commutative diagrams, (3). The reachability matrix does not serve just to check 
the regularity but mainly for transform of coordinates, (5 to 9). The central, for the 
Part 2, are the phase coordinates which are generalizing the notion of cyclicity to 
time-varying plants. The solution of control in these coordinates is trivial, (10). 
(1) Theorem and definition. Let the matrix 
[A-.+n-i ...At+1bt...At+n_1At + n_2bt+n_3 At + n_1bt + n_2 bt+n_1~] =defMt+n_1 
is uniformly regular. Then for all initial states a and for all final states <w of the 
realization (A„bt,c't) there exists just one future of the input u„ut+l . . . u t + n _ . 
by which the final state can be reached: 
This future of the input is 
л', = a , xt+n = CÜ . 
= -MrЛ-i( w - Aí+„-i ...At+1Ata) 
The matrix M is called the reachability matrix. The condition of the theorem is called 
the reachability of (A„ bt). 
Proof. Iterating the state equation xt+1 = A,xt + btut n-times we shall, starting 
from the initial state a, obtain: 
w = A(+„_i . . . A,a + M I +„_i 
(2) Example. 
([u,MMu,]#«-H4n]#^ 
[1, bt; bt, bt+1 ... bt+n_1 linearly independent) are reachable. 
386 (3) Counterexample. (I, b; n > 1), (0, bt), (A„ 0) are not reachable. 
Fig.2 
(4) Note. All our assertions, and their derivations, too, have been based on piece-
wise linear or row notation. This row notation can be represented by graphs. So, e.g. 
the equation 
fci:H°J,]E;;KH «-'t-»Az\ 
is represented by the signal flow graph at Fig. 2. The other type of graphs are the 
commutative diagrams. So, e.g. the equivalence of the state coordinates 1x: + l = 
= XA(
 1x„ 2xt+1 =
 2A, 2x„ 2xt =
 12Pt









Meanwhile the signal flow graphs are the language for linear equations, [8], the 
commutative diagrams suffice, may be, for all abstract mathematics, [6, 7]. 
(5) Theorem. The reachability matrix 1M, is transformed by 12Pt+1(-). 
Proof. To find the transform matrix 12Pt =def P, we shall start from the relations: 
(a) Pt+1
1A, = 2AtPt, 
(b) 2i, ( = P ( + 1
1 fo ( , 
the latter of them gives us yet the first linear equation for P. Let us multiply (b) 
from the left by 2 A ( + 1 : 
lA 2 h _ 2 A p lh 





and we have the second linear equation for P. Let us multiply (c) from the left 
by 2 A , + 2 and let us use again (b), now for the time increased by 2: 
2A 2A 2h — 2 A P XA lh — P x A XA xh 
At + 2 At+\ ut — At + 2rt + 2 At+\ °t ~ r t + 3 At + 2 At+\ °t • 
So we obtained the third linear equation for P. Progressing this way we shall obtain 
finally the n-th linear equation for P: 
2A 2A 2h — P lA XA lh 
At + n-l--- At + i °t — r t + n At + n-l--- At+1 °t • 
Lastly we shall convert all linear equations to the same time, namely for Pt+\- So 
we shall obtain 
2Mt^Pt+l
lMt. 
(6) Problem. Prove (5) using a commutative diagram. 
(7) Corollary. If the realization (A„ b„ cj) is reachable, then is reachable even 
every equivalent realization. If the realization is not reachable then nor any equiva­
lent realization is reachable. 
Proof. I. follows from that the reachability matrix is transformed by 2Mt = 
= 1 2 P ( + 1
 1 M , where both xMt and
 1 2 P , + 1 are regular. II. follows from that now, 
J M , in the previous transform is not regular. 
(8) Corollary. Let (XA„ 1bt) is reachable. Then the transform matrix is factored, 
using both reachability matrices, viz. 
1 2 P, = 2Mt_, 'M;\ . 
(9) Theorem. Let ( l A „ 1bt) be reachable with reachability matrix
 1Mt. Then 
there exists just one transform 1 2 P „ such that the starting realization ( 1 A„ lbt,
 1c't) 
is equivalent with the phase realization*) (a't, e„,
 2c't), where 
„ j j ( = e^_ i + 1
 iMt+i_l % + i . j
 1Ml + i_2ei (i = 1, 2 ... n) 
V. = lc't
 1Mt^l
 2M,-Ji • 
Proof. We shall start from the relation (4/par. 2.1): 
(a) - V a P . = - " i \ + 1 % . 
*) Our most frequently used matrices we are abbreviating still further. Instead of 
we shall write only (a, e ). 
m Ћ 




Substituting (b) to (a): 
2 A t
 2 M t _ !
 XM;_\ = 2Mt






We know the left-hand side of (c), we know the right-hand side of (c) up to at. For 
this indeterminate a, we shall compute 2M;1 2 A , 2 M , _ 1 . By the induction for n, 
we shall obtain: 
П . - 1 1 Л 1 MГ^A^M,.^ 
Finally 
„._, = e'^M;1 lA,1M,_1el, 
a2,t = e'n-i 'M;+\
 XA,+ 1
 lMtex, 
a„., = e[ 1M;+\_1
 1At+n_l
 1 M ( + „_2e1 . 
(10) Theorem. Let (A„ bt) = (a't, e„), i.e. it is the phase couple. Then the control 
xt+1 = A,xt + btut, u, = —kcontxt 
with the control gain 
kc0„,t = a, — a C O T 
is such that the control error evolves as 
r°l I 1 
x , + j = - 1 - — **• 
L °con J 
Or writing with the help of characteristic polynomials: 
char (A, — btk'con A = char -J . 
_ «_.„ J 
Proof. 
"0 / 
Һ J ь_ 
(a, - acon) = 
-°LĽ 
(11) Corollary. Let 
«.= -'C..''*« (' = 1-2). 
Then the control gain is transformed by (•) ^ P : 1 . 
2.3 Reconstruction 
Starting problem: how to reconstruct the current state from the history of output, 
(1), leads to the regularization condition of reconstructibility, (l to 3). The recon-
structibility matrix will be used for the transformation to germane coordinates, 
(4 to 10). In these phase coordinates the synthesis of the feedback reconstruction 
gain is again trivial, (10). The problems of control and reconstruction enabled the 
compilation of little dictionary of transforms, (13). Coupling various transforms 
together, the relations between the external and internal description are enlightned, 
(13/Fig. 3). Using the feedback reconstruction we can finally reconstruct or control 
even in the presence of initially unknown spline disturbances, (15 to 17). 
(1) Theorem and definition. Let both the matrix A, and the matrix 
c.-.лfЛ 
, . ' A - l A-Í 1 t-2лt-2лt-l 
_ c r - и + l ^ í - n + l • • • л t - l . 
-=_./*. 
be uniformly regular. Then for all initial states x._ n + 1 of the realization (A„ 0, cQ 
the resulting current state x, can be reconstructed from the history of the output 
yt-„+i, ••-, v,-i, y,. The resulting current state is 




The matrix At we shall call the reconstructibility matrix. The condition of the theorem 
we shall call the reconstructibility of (A„ c',). 
Proof. The equations for the current state 
Уt - c',xt 
Уt- 1 = c t - l x t - l 
A,-ixt 





Уt-n+1 — ct-n+íXt-n+l 










[-;;;], ^ ] - . . + o), ([-;•;] . DO, 0,., + o),([^j, 
[1 1]; XXX2 #= 0, Xt 4= A2), (/, c't; c'„ ct_x ... cr_„ + 1 linearly independent) are re-
constructible. 
(3) Counterexample. (A(, fo(; det At = 0), (/, c'; « > 1), (A£, 0) are not reconstructible. 
(4) Theorem. The reconstructibility matrix 1Nt is transformed by (•)
 1 2 P _ 1 . 




(b) lc', = 2c'tPt, 
the latter of them gives us yet the first linear equation for Pt. Let us substitute in (b) 391 
t — 1 for t and multiply the latter equation from the left by 1A~J1: 
(c) ^v^r-^M-xP.-^Ar-1!. 
Further, after the substitution t — 1 for t let us multiple (a) from the left by 2A,__11 
and from the right by 1A.,"111: 
(d) 2Ar-11E, = Pt-\
 1A;_\ 
and further, let us substitute the right-hand side of (d) to (c): 
(e) ^v^i-^c.-x-Arv,. 
(e) is already the second equation for Pt. Let us change in (e) t — 1 for t and multiply 
the latter equation from the left by 1A,__11: 
fTi V 1A~1 1A~1 - 2r' 2A~1 P 1A~1 
\}) ct-2 ^t-2 ^f-l — cf-2 At-2rt-\ At-\ • 
Let us substitute for Pt-^
 1A,__11 from (d): 
(o\ 1r' 1A~11A~~1—2r' 2A~12A~XP 
\S) <-f-2 At-2 At-\ — ct-2 ^t-2 n t - \ r t 
(g) is the third equation for Pt. Finally the n-th equation: 
V 1A~1 1A~1 — 2r' 24~1 2A~1P 
c t - n + l At-n+\--- At-1 — ct-n+\ At-n+\--- A rf 
Gathering these n equations: 
1iV, = 2NtPt. 
(5) Corollary. If the realization (A„ b„ c't) is reconstructive, then is reconstructible 
even every equivalent realization. If the realization is not reconstructible then nor 
any equivalent realization is reconstructible. 
(6) Corollary. Let ( 2 A„ 2c't) is reconstructible. Then the transform matrix is fac­
tored, using both reconstructibility matrices, viz. 
i2Pt =
 2N;1XN,. 
(7) Theorem. Let (lAt,
 ic't) be reconstructible with the reconstructibility matrix
 xNt. 
Then there exists just one transform 1 2 P „ such that the starting realization (lA„ 1b„ 
1c't) is equivalent with the phase realization*) (a„
 2b„ e'„), where 
aut = e\





1 fe , . 
*) Abbreviation (a, b, e'n) stands for 
b, [ O i l ] ) . Ш 
392 Proof. We shall start from the relation (4/par. 2.1): 
(a) 2AtPt = Pt+l
iAt (Pt=def
12Pt). 
Further we shall use the factorization (6): 
(b) pt =
 2N;11Nt. 
Substituting P from (b) to (a): 
2 A t -Nf
1 17Vt =
 2N;+\ 'Nt+l Ut. 






The left-hand side of (c) is known to us, the right-hand side of (c) is known 
up to at. For this indeterminate at we shall compute
 2Att+1
 2 A , 2N;1. By the induc-
tion for n, we shall obtain: 
(d) ^N;1 = 
« 2 , ( - l « l , t - 2 . 
« n - 2 , í - l « n ~ 3 , f - 2 • • • « l , t - n + 2 
« f . - l , t - l « n - 2 , « - 2 • • • a2.t-n + 2 « l , t - » + l 
^,+,4 'л tг 1 -
an,t a2,r-n+2 al,t-n+l 
Lastly 
«i,« = e[ 1Nt+„
 1At+n_l
 l iV t V--i«». 
«2,« = e[ 1Nt + n_1
 1 A t + n - 2





(8) Corollary. The state coordinates of the phase realization (a„ 0, e'„) are the 








where for the inverse of reconstructibility matrix see (7d). 
Proof. Substitute for x„ xt+1 to the state equation 
Г01 1 
H°'J; 
from the assertion of the corollary. 
(9) Theorem. The current output of the reconstructible realization (at, 0, e'„) is 
coupled with the history of output of the length n by the autoregression: 
(a) y, = an.,-iy,-l + an-l,,-2y,-2 ••• + al.,-ny,-n 
and there exists the equivalent realization 
( 4 , 0, 2c.) = 
0 
al,t-n + l ••• a„-l,t-l an,t 
. o, [0|1] . 
The first state coordinates, see (8), are transformed to the second ones which are 
given by that of output of the length: 
л i , t 
4- . 
X t 
Уt-n + 1 
У,-i 
Уt 
The transform matrix is: 
гpt = ч 
lNt. 
Proof. We shall start by the rewriting of assertion of theorem: 
л i , t 
lx2,t 
^ з . t 
1 0 0 . . . 0 0 „;,.,_! 
0 1 0 . . . 0 0 aз,.,! 
0 0 0 . . . 1 0 a .- i , , . , 
л i , < - i 
Ч,,-i 
* 3 , t - l 
l x ' t ',. 
px... J Lo oo ... o i „„,,_! J L V i 
Then progressing from the bottom to the top: 
У, = %,f 
У, = *Л,Г 
Ч - 1 . . - 1 + öп.í-lУ.-l 
1x„-2,,-2 + an-i,,-2yt-2 
^i.r-л + i + ^г.r-л + iJr-л+i 
ai,,-„y,-„ 
— so we obtained the autoregression. Increasing the time by 1 we shall obtain the 
n-th row of 2A,. The n — 1 ... 2, 1 rows are then nothing but the trivial equalities 
y, - y,, 
y,-n + 2 = )',-n + 2 , 
y,-n+i = y,-n+i 
so we obtained (a). The transform 12Pt we shall obtain from the equations 





2 V — 
0 Уt-n+1 
Jll.t-n+l -•• «n,r_ 
2X,-"Pt
lX,, 
(10) Theorem. Let us have the reconstructible realization (At, b„ c't) = (at, b„ e'„). 
Then the reconstruction 
xt+l - Atxt + b,u, + krec_,(y, - c'txt) 
with the reconstruction gain 
($) Kec.t = at - arec 
is such that the reconstruction error xt =def xt - xt evolves as 
(b) 
Г° I 1 
Or writing with the help of characteristic polynomials: 
char (At — fc,„, tc't) = char — arec . 
V red „ y . I recj 
Proof. To obtain the dynamics of reconstruction error, we subtract the dynamics 
of reconstruction from the plant dynamics: 
x f + 1 = Atxt + btut, 
xt+1 = Atx, + btut + kreCitc'txt 
x r + l — xt+\ xt+l 
= Atxt — krec tctxt 
= — «r - Kcc,, x< • 
Requiring (b) we shall obtain the reconstruction gain (a). 
(11) Corollary. Both reconstruction xt and reconstruction error x, are transformed 
by 12P,(-). 
(12) Corollary. Reconstruction gain 1kreCjt is transformed by
 1 2 E ( + 1 ( - ) . 
(13) Note. We have been led by the principle: Those coordinates are best, which 
simplify the problem most. Coordinates transforms and the induced transforms of 
matrices we shall now summarize in the table:*) 
lx„ % '*, 
lCt,




char VA, det lA 
[y,y,-\... yt-n+\]' =<ieS
Xx, 
[ « ř - B « r - n + l ••• " f - l ] ' =def
lx, 
1 2 P,(-) 
(')"-T1 
1 2 I J r + i ( - ) 
1 2
J p ( + i ( - )
1 2 I j r 1 
l(-) ('A const.) 
1N;1(-) (>b = o) 
^ ^ ( O (2*,_„ = o) 
The single transforms can be associated. So we shall obtain the commutative diagram 
(Fig. 3.) 
The meaning of injection inj, forward shift z, and projection proj can be seen 
directly from the diagram. Extending (4/par. 2.2), by the commuting we understand 
that for any two nodes connected by two or more different paths, these paths are 
mutually interchangeable, e.g. for the nodes „,_j and yt+1 it holds: c't+1Atbt_1 = 
*) The key for reading the table: ibt H *
 2bt =
 1 2 P , + 1
 1bt . 
3 9 6 = c't+1M,z /'«/',_,. At a glance we see that a single commutative diagram writes 
down otherwise nontransparent tens of equations. We recommend the representa­
tion or even the derivation of the results with the help of the commutative diagrams. 
Г -i 
Ut-n 
U t - П ł 1 
Z 
U t - П ł 1 
U t - n ł 2 
u t -1 u t 
J м t- 1 lM» 
_ г -, 
x1,t A v 
X2,t * 2,M 
Xn,t xn,t t1 
I". jNЫ 
Z У t łi 
y t 
_ _ У , - n ł 2 _ 
Fig.З 
(14) Problem. Write down injection, forward shift, and projection with the help 
of matrices. 
(15) Theorem. Let the realization (A„ b„ c't) be perturbed at the output by the 
polynomial disturbance ..: 
xt+1 = A,xt + btut , yt = c'txt + v t , 
xv,+ 1 = Avxv, , vt = c'vxv, , 
A„ = 




c'v = [Ojl] :Q
r 
is reconstructible. Then there exists such gain 
k 
•*»<•' - \_k,it j 
of the reconstruction 
k:HУШ-k^-^-^-- -
that for all output disturbances v, and for t -> co: 
x, -• x, . 
Proof. 
/r A n "1 
. [cjci] ([»' 
is reconstructible, so it is equivalent to the phase couple (a, „ e'„+r). For the latter we 
shall construct the gain kIfl.CCi, in such a way that characteristic polynomial specifying 
the decay of 
И 
was equal to the prescribed stable polynomial. Then for t -> oo: 
x, -»x,, 
(16) Theorem. Let the realization (A„ fe„ ct) is perturbed at the input by the poly­
nomial disturbance w,: 
x,+ y = A,x, + b,(u, + w,), y, = c',x,, 




- . - - [ O j i ] : 
Further, let the regularity condition hold*): the realization 
(U;XH64^) 
ei 09 c = d e t 
1 , c" 
0 . c' 
so (x) is the Kronecker product. 
398 is reachable and reconstructible: Then there exists such gain k'x,co„,t — [Xon.t ^B..] 
of the control 
[x t + 1 i rA, - btk'e<m>t -k'Bi [x t ] r&,T 
ixB,,+ij L
 e i ® c ^ ^ J L ^ . J L ° J " 
that for all input disturbances wt and for t -> oo: 
x t -* 0 . 
Proof. Putting together the state equations for the plant and for the input distur­
bance we shall obtain the couple 
(U®' c ; л J L°'J/ 
Reachability condition guarantees that the latter couple is equivalent to the phase 
couple (a'x,,, en+s): for this we shall find such gain k'ttCOn<t that will guarantee that the 
characteristic polynomial specifying for w, = 0 the decay of control error 
•1 
•B,tJ 
will be equal to the prescribed stable characteristic polynomial. Further, we shall 
analyze the evolution of the control error for general wt. From the coordinates 
Ы 
of the both state of the plant and the state of the disturbance buffer, we shall pass 
to the coordinates 
Ы 
where xH.>t are the coordinates of the difference between the coordinates of the dis­
turbance xw>t and the pertinent linear combination of the buffer coordinates: 
xw,l,t — kB,s,txB,l,t 
xw,2,t — kBs_x,t
x
B,s,t ~ kBs,txB2it 
Xw,l,t 
Xw,2,t \ = 
Xw,s,t 
xw,s,t k B A t x B l t . . . k B s t x B s t 
For the dynamics of both control error and disturbance buffering we shall obtain 
p s . + i ~| T At- btk'co„tt es 1 |~xt 1 
L-V,+ iJ l-kB,, ®c't Aw] [xw,ty 
But the characteristic values of the matrix 
A, - btk'con_t es I 
[_-kByt®c't A J 
values of the matrix 
[ A , - btk'C0„iS - f c B , ( " | , 
[«! ®c't Aw\ 
ninant 
are equal to the characteristic 
as follows from the definition of determi  as a sum of product. So our prescrip­
tion of the dynamics of 
is at the same time the prescription of the dynamics of 
Ш 
and for t -> co it holds: 
x, -> 0 , 
'iB,r,txB,l,t ~^ xw,l,t > 
'CB,s-l,txB,l,t + ^B,s,tXB,s,t ~* Xw,2,ti 
KB,\ ,tXB,l ,t + 'iB,2,tXB,2,t ••• + ^B,s,tXB,s,t ~* Xw,s,t 
(— or the decay of xt was enabled by that the pertinent linear combinations of dis­
turbance buffer reconstructed the coordinates of the disturbance state.) 
(17) Note. Within the time specified by the characteristic values there is sup­
pressed not only the initial control error but the polynomial input disturbance, too. 
Control buffers not only the polynomial disturbances but the disturbances composed 
of polynomial segments (i.e. splines), too. These segments should be of bigger length 
than the time specified by the characteristic values. Modelling of the disturbances 
using polynomials is adequate under the slow, with respect of specified time of control 
error decay, disturbances. Among them belongs an unknown bias (s = 1) and an 
unknown trend (s = 2). (Similarly for reconstruction.) 
2.4 Control with Reconstruction: Compensator 
Natural solution of control in the case of unknown state seems to be the control 
derived from the reconstructed state, (l). The latter solution enables again the 
specification of dynamics of both control and reconstruction error, (2 to 4). For easy 
computation of both gains we compute these gains in two different phase coordinates. 
400 For this ease of computation we pay by the necessity of transform from the first to 
the second coordinates. For the constant plant we know the second realization 
immediately, (4). 
(1) Definition. Control based on reconstruction, compensator, has the structure: 
plant 
compensator 
xt+i = Atxt + btut, yt = c'tx, 
reconstruction xt+l = Atxt + btut + kГÍCt(yt -- Ў,), Ўг = c'txt 
control u, = — k'con±txt 
By the synthesis of compensator we understand computation of gains kc0„_„ krccJ. 
(2) Theorem. Let the first realization (la't, en,
 1ct) is reconstiuctible. Then for the 
compensator gains 
'kcm,t = 'a, - acm ,
 2krccA =
 2at - arec , 










where the second realization is (2a„ 2b„ e'„). 
Proof. The control gain we compute for the first realization, the reconstruction gain 
for the second realization. The reconstruction error decays independently of control 
error, so it suffice investigate the latter. In the second realization: 
'--Pir]'"[í> 
-X...1*. 
(3) Corollary. Characteristic values of decay of control and reconstruction errors 401 
for the compensator are given by the union of characteristic values of control (speci­
fied by aC0l) and of reconstruction (specified by arec). 
Proof. From the definition of determinant as a sum of products it follows that the 
characteristic values of 








are identical with the characteristic values of 











(4) Note. After the restriction of (2) to constant ' a , V it holds: 
2A = 1 A ' , 2b = yc, 2c' = ib'. 
(It can be checked by the substitution to the relation 
2M1M~1 lA = lA'2M1M~i 
and similarly for 2b, 2c'.) The control gain then can be immediatelly written as 
2k'rec = V - a'rec 
without the necessity of computing 
2A = 12P m--' 
2.5 Reconstruction of Phase Realization Parameters: Recursive Identification 
We know already that, under some regularity conditions, to the realization (A, b, c') 
with n2 + 2n parameters there exists equivalent reconstructible phase realization 
(a, b, e'n) with 2n parameters. Because of this, we are concerned with recursive 
identification of the latter realization parameters a, b. At first, we shall extend our 
results on reconstruction to the nonzero input and we shall find the relation between 
the history of input and output, both of the length n and the state, (l). Afterwards, 
for reconstructible phase realization, we shall pass on to the regression which connects 
the current output with the history of input and output, both of the length n, (2). 
This coupling is linear with the coefficients given by the 2n parameters of recon­
structible phase realization. From the regression we shall pass to prefiltered regression, 
(3 to 7). By the prefiltering we understand the preliminary processing of input and 
output — which are in general both disturbed by the additive disturbances — by the 
two copies of the prefilter. By the prefiltering we want to suppress these additive 
disturbances at the input and output. E.g. for the disturbances which are fast with 
respect to plant we can take the low pass from Part 1 as the most simple prefilter. 
From the considerations which transcend our consistent linear theory follows, 
[8, 16, 18], that in some quadratic sense the best prefilter would be one equivalent to 
identified plant. To approximate this best prefilter, we can use for the prefilter some 
either a priori or current estimate of the identified plant. Lastly we shall convert the 
recursive identification of 2n parameters of the phase realization to the reconstruction 
of the state of the realization of which the state equation is the rewriting of constancy 
of these parameters and the output equation is the prefiltered regression, (8, 9). The 
postulate of constancy of the parameters we introduce to avoid, consistently taken 
transfinite, recursion (model of parameters changes, model of model of parameters 
changes, . . . ) . We yet know that constancy is adequate even for the parameters which 
will change after the decay of recursive identification error. Roughly, all recursive 
identification will be the corollary of reconstruction. 
(1) Corollary. Let (At, c't) be reconstructible. Then for all initial states x ,_„ + 1 
of the realization (At, b„ c'~) the resulting current state xt can be reconstructed from 
the history of output y,_„+i, ..., y,-u y, and input u,-„+i, •••, «t-i- The resulting 
current state is 
"yt To 
j r - i 
x, = NГ 
Уt-«*i 
+ н. 
- , - 1 
where 
HІJ>t = 0 (IšiSJèn), 
= e ' w + 1 N ř _ J + xЪ^j (lšj<iѓn). 
Proof follows the proof of (1/par. 2.3): for x._i we substitute now At_\(xt -
- fr,-!-,^) and similarly for x,_2 to x,_„+1 . 
(2) Corollary. The current output of the reconstructible realization (a„ b„ e'n) is 
coupled with the history of output and input of the length n by the regression 
(a) .V, = a„, t_1>' t-1 + a„-i,(-2>'f-2 ••• + -i.«--yr-« + 
+ &„,( - !« . - ! + fc„-1>t-2«(-2 ••• + &1,!--«»-«. • 
Proof follows the proof of (9/par. 2.3): for x„,( we now substitute x„_1 , ,_1 + 
+ an, (-i .y (-i + tVt-i«i-i
 a n d similarly for x„_2 ,_2 to x1,,_„ + 1. 
(3) Definition. We shall say that the realization (A„ b„ c't), where 
x,+ 1 = A,x, + btu,, yt = c,x (. 
is invertible if there exists the realization {lA„ 'bt, 'c't), where 
'x , + ! = ' A ,
 7x, + % % , 'yt = "c't
 Txt ( 2 g m | n + l) 
such that for the tandem connection of both realizations 
rut = yt, 
the output of the realization ('A„ lb„ V,) is equal, for zero initial states of both 
realization and zero history of «, of the length m, to the delayed input of the realiza-
tion (A„ b„ c't) 
(a) 'y, = «f_„. • 
We shall call ('A„ 'b„ 'c't) the inverse of (A„ b„ c't). 
(4) Corollary. If the realization (A„ b„ ct) is invertible then every realization equi-
valent with (A„ b„ c't) is invertible. If (
JA, 1b„ /c,) is inverse of (A„ b„ c't) then the 
inverse of (A„ b„ c't) is every realization equivalent with (
lA„ lb„ 'c't). 
(5) Theorem. Let the reconstructible realization (_„ b„ e't) have at least one of n 
components of b, uniformly nonzero. Then there exists inverse of this realization. 
Proof. It holds the regression (2a). Let the uniformly nonzero component of (2a) 
be the component foy,t_„_1+J-, i.e. the coefficient at _,_„_! +j- Let us divide (2a) by 
the latter coefficient. Further let us convert (l/fcJ-,,_„_1+J) yt to the right-hand side 
of the latter equation and ur_„ on the left-hand side. The new equation is equivalent 
with (2a): substituting yt from (2a) to the new equation, we shall obtain trivial equa-
lity. The new recursion should have at the left-hand side (the causal effect side) 
higher time than at the right-hand side (the cause side). Because of this we should 
compute the latter recursion with the delay m equal at least n — j + 2. Denoting 
the external variables of this new recursion as lu, Iy, we shall obtain instead of the 
former trivial equality the equality (3a) or our new recursion is inverse to (a). 
(6) Theorem and definition. Let the realization (Ap / ,„ bpftt, c'pfit) be invertible. 
Then for reconstructible realization (a„ b., e'„) it holds 
(a) yPf,t =
 a„,t-iyPf,t-i +
 a„-i,,-2yPf,t-2 ••• + alt,-mypf,t-„ + 
+ K,t-lupf,t-l + K-l,t-2Upf,t-2 ••• + &l,«-nUp/..-n 
where for zero initial states 
*.,,<+1 = — aPf,t xus + bpf,,ut, upfit = [ 0 | l ] xUit, 
X-.1+1 = -A aPf.t k . t + bpf,ty,, ypf>t = [ 0 | l ] x , , , . 
upf, ypf are called prefiltered input and output. Realization (apf>t, bpft, e'„) is called 
the prefilter. 
Proof. We shall prefilter the prefiltered input and output by the inverse of prefilter. 
So we shall obtain again the regression for input and output, viz. for the time delayed 
by m. 
(7) Note. In the following we need not construct any inverse. We only need con-
struct the prefilter in such a way to be invertible. We have shown that it suffice to 
construct it as reconstructible phase realization with at least one of components of bt 
uniformly nonzero. 
(8) Note. Finally we are reaching both the statement and solution of recursive 
identification. Let us suppose that the parameters of reconstructible phase realization 
(a„ b„ e'„), i.e. the coefficients a,, 6. of the prefiltered regression are constant. Let 
us take these coefficients for the state. The state equation for the latter state we know: 
it is trivial one, with A = I. Then an output equation is the prefiltered regression. 
For such introduced realization (I, 0, c'pft) we are solving, under regularity condition 
for (I, c'pfit), the recursive identification as the realization's (/, 0, cp/,() state recon-
struction. Finally we also see why we had introduced the time-varying model: it was 
a.o. because c'pfit is created by the prefiltered history of input and output. Recursive 
identification requiring time-varying model is the corollary of reconstruction and the 
reconstruction is, cum grano salis, relabeling of the control. 
(9) Corollary. Let for the prefiltered regression (6a) it holds: 
(») 
(b) (I, c'pftt) where 
CPf,t = [.ypf.t- 3n+2 ••• ypf,t-2n+l upf,t-3n+2 ••• Up/,r - 2n + 1J 
is reconstructive. Then: 
(c) to the first realization (_, 0, c'pfit) there exists the equivalent second realization 
(2at, 0, e'2„) where for i = 1, 2 . . . In: 
£pf,,+ 2n-i 
ai,t = cpf,,+ 2n+l-i 
_cpf,l+l-i J 
(d) evolution of recursive identification error is 
2 j 5 t + 1 = W f l M l ^ ,
 1p(=
12Rrl2jj, 
where the recursive identification 
lP, + l = lPt + 1*H,iOV/,.-2. + 2 - Cpf.t'Pt) 
has the gain 
'fcм.. =12P7+\(2a,-aid), 
гP -ľt+i — 
Ű I . I - 1 ì . f - i 




_1 Lcpf,t-2n + 2.1 
Proof. The corollary is the specialization of reconstruction for realization 
(I. o,c;/>(). 
(10) Note. Both the internal (state) description and the external (regression) 
description are characterized by n, which is either the dimension of the state or the 
length of history of input and output. Knowing at least one interpretation of some 
state coordinates, this situation occurs e.g. in the classical mechanics or for the 
electrical drives, we know that n is equal to the number of degrees of freedom. Not 
knowing such interpretation, it remains nothing but return to our regularity condi­
tions of reachability and reconstructibility. When these regularity conditions are 
fulfilled (are not fulfilled, resp.) the reachability and reconstructibility matrices are 
regular (are not regular, resp.) and the future of input needed for reaching the new 
state or the history of output needed to reconstruct the current state are (are not, 
resp.) of bounded amplitudes. Further, if our linear model originated from the local 
linearization of nonlinear model, then for adequacy of linearization we require not 
only the boundeness of inputs and outputs but — in some sense — even sufficient 
smallness. Because of this need we not only regularity but — in some sense — even 
good regularity. If the latter is not fulfilled then we have to pass on the model of the 
smaller dimension n. During this we resign on the control of that part of the original 
model which led to large inputs and outputs. It can be shown, [2, 9, 16], that the 
model which control or reconstruction leads to large input or outputs can be charac­
terized by the three, mutually connected ways: 
(a) some of the characteristic values of the realization, i.e. the characteristic values 
of the matrix 
and of the roots of the polynomial b^." + b2l" ... + b„ are mutually close; 
(b) some of the characteristic values of the realization and of its inverse are 
mutually close; 
(c) some of the stable characteristic values of the realization evolving in the con­
tinuous time have the magnitudes of different orders. 
2.6 Reconstruction with Recursive Identification: Adaptive Filter 
Adaptive filter is composed from recursive identification and reconstruction, (l). 
For the reconstructible {I, c'pfit) the initial error of recursive identification decays 
with the time specified by aid. Reconstruction is based on recursively identified 
parameters. For xt, ut -» 0 with t -> oo (this condition will be fulfiled in par. 2.7), 
decays also the reconstruction error, viz. the time specified by arec, (2). 
(1) Definition. Reconstruction with recursive identification, adaptive filter, has the 
structure: 






= ~ât A_ +
 kid,t ( УpJ,t-2n + 2 ~ c'pfЛ f l ) 
гeconstruction *,+, = Г y k | * . + й(«.+/w..QW.), й = [o|i]*. 
By the synthesis of adaptive filter we understand the computation of the gains ku „ 407 
(2) Theorem. Let (I, c'pS>t) be reconstructible. Then for the adaptive filter gain 
'ku., = l2P;A(2a, - aid), krec, - a, - arec 
the evolution of recursive identification and reconstruction errors is 
•'-[t:H^«} 
xt+1 = \—\ arec \xt + — \ a, \xt + B,u,. 
Proof. Evolution of recursive identification error is the same as for recursive 
identification without reconstruction, (9d/par. 2.5). Because of this we shall in-
vestigate only the evolution of reconstruction error 
x,+ 1 = — a\xt + but, y, — [ 0 | l ] xt, 
*t+1 = l-ji a\\ xt + B,u, + krec,,(yt - I 0 |1] * t ) , 
xt + \ —defxt+l ~~ - v ( + i > 
= \-A « U, - -jH a - a, \(x, - xt) + B,u, 
-(a- at-arec)[0\qxt 
= MM 3' I ' + \~T\ Gri'c *' + 5 '" ' ' 
2.7 Control with Adaptive Filter: Self-Adjusting Regulator 
Self-adjusting regulator is composed from the adaptive filter and control, (1). 
Under the reconstructibility of the state 
a 
b 
from the output given by the prefiltered regression and under the reconstructibility 
and reachability of the state xt of the phase realization (a, b, e'„), the initial errors of 
recursive identification, reconstruction, and control decay with the time specified 
by aU) arec, areg, (2). Control of initially unknown plant has four levels: for the spe-
cification of them all we are using always the phase coordinates, (3). 
408 (1) Definition. Control based on adaptive filtering, self-adjusting regulator, has the 
structure: 
plant (1/par. 2.6) 
self-adjusting 
гegulator 
adaptive filter (1/par. 2.6) 
control ", = ~KonA 
By the synthesis of self-adjusting regulator we understand the computation of the 
gains kid>„ krec>t, kcon_t. 
(2) Theorem. Let: 
(a) realization (a, b, e'n) be reachable and reconstructible, 
(b) realization (/, 0, c'pfit) be reconstructible. 
Let us denote: 
(A) transform from the realization (a, en, b') to the realization (a, b, e'„) as 
1 2 P : J x r i -
 2xt, 
(B) phase realization equivalent to the realization (I, 0, c'pft) as (
4a„ 0, e'2„), 
(C) transform from the realization (/, 0, c'pfit) to the realization (
4a (, 0, e'2n) as 
ł P ( : Й-
Then for the gain of self-adjusting regulator 
%*,, = 3 * P r + l ( 4 « . - «,d) . 2Kcc,t = *, - "rec , "Kon, = &, ' *con , 







0 0 | 1 
a'con + ã\ 
_ 1 , ' 1 2 p - l 
кcon,t r 
Proof. Evolution of control error for the first realization: 
'—ИЧтЪ 
-xk' l$. ^con.t л t 
12P-12X, 
Evolution of reconstruction error for the second realization is the same as the evolu­
tion of reconstruction error for adaptive filter, (2/par. 2.6) — under the constraint 





lk i - P - i 
Evolution of recursive identification error is — up to numbering of realizations — 
the same as for adaptive filter, (2/par. 2.6). 
(3) Note. The Fig. 4 summarizes self-adjusting regulator from the point of view 
of dynamics prescription. 
2.8 Time Quantizing: Input Pulse Amplitude Modulation and Output Sampling 
The possible origin of the model 
(1) x l + 1 = Ax, + but, y, = c'x,, 
evolving in the discrete time t = 0,1,2 ... will be discussed. Let us consider the model 
(2) — x, = Fxt + gu,, y, = c'x,. 
dř 
410 evolving in the continuous time t = 0. (In this paragraph an exception will be made: 
the field will be either that of reals of that or complex numbers.) Having control (2) 
by digital computer we have limit ourselves to both output sampling and input 
J! Ц* 1 
plant: 
Iп-1 b, ÞҺ] 
prefiltenng: 













computation in the discrete times. For the simplicity, let us suppose that both the 
output sampling and the input computation are done with the sampling period just 
in the times t = 0, T, 2T . . . ( T > 0). By the input computed at the latter discrete 
times t = 0, T, IT... we are acting to the plant (2) evolving in the continuous time 
t — 0. To stay within the linear model, let us suppose that the input on the interval 
(kT, (k + 1) T] is equal to the input at time AT. Let us drive the plant (2) by this 




= iefAxt + but 
and after the time normalization t i—> //Twe finally obtain (1). 
Which are the limitations to the sampling period T? The basic postulate is that the 
discrete time model should be adequate to continuous time model. Or if we know 
the conversion 
(F, g, c') i-> ( e ғ т , í eF :я dт, Л 
we have to know also the conversion 
(4) (A, b, c') i-> (?, ??, c') . 
For this it is necessary that the matrix exponential have the inverse. Let us start from 
the Jordan state matrix, for the simplicity with different characteristic values. For 
given stable real characteristic value kl we see immediately e
; ' T -* 0, for T-> oo. 
So for sampling period e.g. by order bigger than time constant — 1/AX conversion is 
impossible. Further let X2 .= — A3 = jco (co > 0), i.e. 
pa.Л = П« 0 1 Гx2,Л 
Uз.J L0 -JæJUз.J 
or in the discrete time 
Г x 2 . r + г l ш Гe
j м Г 0 1 Г x 2 Л 
Lx3, ( + Т j L o
 e _ j и Г J \*»À' 
But ejmT = e j (a,r+*2,,) (k = 0, 1, 2 ...) so from the discrete time state matrix we can 
find unique continuous time state matrix e.g. only for <x> < 2rcT For too long sampling 
period T with respect to the period of the plant oscillation modes 2%\u> is unicity of 
conversion again lost. The limit ca < 27cTholds even for L2 = a + jco, L3 = a — jco. 
Let us further postulate that the conversion from (2) to (l) would preserve reach-
ability. Let us again consider L2 = — L3 = jco (co > 0). For 
&Ш 
the determinant of reachability matrix: det M = 2jco + 0. After the conversion to 
the discrete time model 
/Гe-Т 0 ] Re-Т-l)/jco 
VL o e--
тJ'L(e-- т-i)/(-joo; 
we shall obtain the determinant det M = 2(cos coT —l)/jco, so for T = 2rc/co, 47t/co, 
6H/CO, ... the reachability is lost because of resonance between the sampling period 
with the period of the plant oscillation modes. (Similarly for L2 = a + jo;, L 3 = 
= a — jco and for the whole (A, b).) 
2.9 Levels Quantizing: Numerical Realization 
Our synthesis, beginning with control gain computation and ending with the self-
adjusting regulator gains computation is linear over the field of rationals Q. Let us 
explain why to use the rationals Q and not the reals U. The digital computer with 
standard arithmetic does not make the realization over U possible, e.g. because of 
roundoff. Standard arithmetic of digital computer is algebraically unclosed, unstable. 
The discipline which should offer to us at least the analysis of the nonlinear perturba-
tions which are the reason of numerical inaccuracies for computation over R, 
namely the numerical mathematics, is unable to give us such analysis. Because of this, 
in the former discipline there is no consensus about the choice e.g. several tens of 
algorithms for matrix inversion. Because of this we shall take the full advantage of 
the field of rationals Q for the numerical realization of our synthesis. 
Let us remind that the data of our synthesis are both the numbers obtained from 
the measurement and the prescribed characteristic polynomial coefficients. By the 
scaling, our rational data can be converted to the integer data. E.g. before the matrix 
inverse computation, the scaling is done by the integer denominator of a matrix 
determinant. (Some more subtle approaches are possible.) 
As the further step, we shall take the full advantage of the fact that for our synthesis 
we do not need all integers Z but we can manage e.g. with nonnegative integers*) 
smaller than the n-th power of a prime p, say q. Those numbers form the ring F, of q 
elements with arithmetic operations taken modulo q = p". We shall convert our, 
now already integer, data to the data modulo q. Conversion Z -> Fg is the mapping 
of straight line (alternatively of spiral) equidistant point onto the circle equidistant 
points. If we take q less than the number of data levels, the former conversion will not 
be invertible. For the large number of data levels we should take large q. 
Because of this, as still another step, instead of single conversion Z -> F, we shall 
take several, say r, conversions Z -> Fqi, Z -> Fq2, ..., Z -> F,ir. These conversions 
are now the mappings onto r circles. Let**) m be positive integer. Then it is factorizable 
as 
m = P*lP? • • • P"r =def Qilz • • • 4r • 
We shall call the conversion 
x i—* (x mod qu x mod q2,..., x mod qr) =de/ (
xi> x2> • • •> xr) 
the residual representation of x. For arithmetic in residual representation it holds 
x + v i—> (*i + J i mod qu x2 + y2 mod q2, ...,xr + yr mod qr), 
x — y i—> (*! — yl mod qu x2 — y2 mod q2, ..., xr — yr mod qr), 
*) Both positive and negative integers we obtain by one more conversion by the affine shift. 
**) The following survey is based on [11]. 
x . y i—> (x, . y, mod a,, x 2 . y2 mod a 2, ..., xr . yr mod <?,.), 413 
x~1 i—» x / ( m ) ~ 1 mod m (x, m relatively prime), 
where f(m) is the cardinality of such numbers from {1,2... m - 1} which are 
relatively prime with m. For the backward conversion from the residual representa­
tion it holds 
(x„ x 2 ...xr) i-»x = a, + qta2 + qxq2az ... + qlq2... qrar 
where 
a, = x, mod qx , 
a2 = mod q2 , 
— a 2 
a 3 = m o d g 3 , 
q2 
xr - a, a 2 
«з 
_«2 
- a 4 
: _ a 
a , 
ar = mod qr. 
qr 
Thus far the theory, as surveyed by [11 J. The residual arithmetic (without x"~J) 
was invented by M. Valach in the fifties, with respect to the synthesis of carry-free 
arithmetic unit. (This unit was then implemented in Czech EPOS computer — again 
without x - 1 . ) 
Now we shall sketch how to use residual representation for numerical realization 
(in the sense of exact, not loosing even mere least significant bit) of our synthesis. 
Let us discuss the most involved operation which is the matrix inverse computation 
for coordinate transform for recursive identification. Let us choose some finite root-
free algorithm, say of LK ... L2LX = L arithmetic operations. Then for the numerical 
realization it suffices that the diagram 
Q* s r r f- Q " _ ? U 1
N-^U. (FNtx .... x F
N
r) 
( l ) \L Lmod a, ... Lmod qr 
e^^_z^«_^-(F^ x ... x FM) 
commutes. (N is the dimension of data vector, M is the dimension of the results 
vector, cz is the restriction of rationals to sufficiently small rationals, —> is monomor-
phism, i.e. operations preserving mapping which has the left inverse.) For the com­




Z * к -
I-л 
(П x. . X ғü 
Lx mod qx Lj mod qr 
(Ki x . . X C) 
(Є~' x X rř-o 
Lк mod q, 1 Lк mod a r 
(K X O 
commutes. I.e. that in none of K operations there is an overflow (with respect to 
restriction) and the inverse element is always defined. To prove the existence of 
" t = 1\Qz---9r
 s u c n that the latter diagram commutes, it is the simplest to use single 
division expression for the matrix inverse. So we have 
(3) Theorem. There exists such m = qxq2 ... qr that (l) commutes. 
PART 3 CONTROL OF INITIALLY UNKNOWN MULTI-INPUT 
MULTI-OUTPUT PLANT: SKETCH 
No problem is so big or so complicated that is 
can't be run away from (Linus) 
For the control of initially unknown plant with n-dimensional state we have now 
at our disposal r inputs and q outputs: 
x,+ 1 = Atxt + Btut, y, = Ctxt, 
where the matrices At, Bt, Ct have the dimensions n x n,n x r, q x n. Yet we know 
that almost all control of initially unknown single-input single-output plant had 
been built on the reachability matrix which served us to tranform a generic realization 
to phase realization for which the control synthesis was trivial. (Reconstruction had 
been masquerade control and recursive identification special case of reconstruction.) 
Because of this we shall concentrate ourselves to introduction of reachability using 
several inputs, (l). For reachable (At, \blit b2yt... brtJ) we shall introduce — this 
trick had been used for the first time at [3] - such feedback Ki>t derived from 
the state that is reachable even (A t — BtKlt, b l t ) , (2). But to this couple, i.e. to 
the control using single input, we had dedicated (incl. the variations for recon­
struction) the whole Part 2. So we converted the Part 3 to the Part 2. 
(1) Theorem and definition. Let the matrix 
[ M p > ( + V _ 1 . . . M 2 > t + V _ 1 M 1 ; ( + V _ 1 ] =defJ/t+v-l 
where for j = 1,2 ... p 
M . M + v-l = [^t + v - l ^ t + v-2 •••^( + v-vJ + l ^ , t + v - v J . - . ^ ( + v - l ^ , ( + v-2 b/.f + v - l ] , 
Bt-= [ 6 1 > t f t 2 > ( . . . f o r > t ] , 
v = max [vj] ,. 1 ^ Vj, 1 ^ p | r , v, + v2 ... + vp = n 
is uniformly regular. (.,•#, Mj, A, B are of dimensions n x n, n x Vj, n x n, n x r.) 
Then for 
(a) all initial states oc, 
(b) all final states eo, 
(c) all inputs ujtt,uJtt+1 . . . M ; > ( + V _ V . _ 1 and M J > (, U . , > ( + 1 . . . M 7 > ( + V _ 1 (J = p + 1, 
p + 2 ... r) there exists just one future of input M J > ( + V _ V J , MJ>( + V _ V J + 1 , ... M / > ( + V_ 1 
such that 
x( = a , x ( + v = ІŮ . 
This future of input is 
L~l,t + v- l _1 
= ^ Д . Д c o - E( + V_1 > (a - X
Ғ t + f c + i , t + í + i Ь м + j M м + í) 
where 
^ , „ = ^ ^ , ^ - 1 . . . ^ , , E„,,m=c 
and we are summing over i, k according (c). The matrix M is called the reachability 
matrix, the index v is called the reachability index. For p = 1, i.e. for reachable 
(A„ bltt) we shall say that (A(, 5 t) is reachable by single input M1>(. (The input com-
ponents are numbered in such a way that the scalar input which suffices to reachability 
is labeled as number one.) 
416 Proof. Iterating the state equation x, + i = Atxt + Btut beginning with x, = a 
we shall obtain 
xt + v = A(+V_i . . . A , + i A , ~ + 
+ [ A t + v - ! . . . A , + 2 A , + 1 B , . . . A , + v- 1 -B, + v - 2 - B f + v _ 1 ] 
' t + v - 2 
' t + v - 1 
Further we shall decompose the vector of input into p components and consequently 
even the input matrix into p columns. We shall compose the reachability matrix of 
dimensions n x n from the submatrices of dimensions n x vu n x v2, ..., n x vp. 
The first submatrix, belonging to the first component of vector of input, we are com-
posing like in Part 2. Single component of input generally does not suffices for 
reaching the final state. Because of this — and at the difference of Part 2 — the first 
submatrix is generally not a square one. So we shall append to it the second submatrix, 
in such a way that the columns of the first and the second submatrices are linearly 
independent on the previous (i.e. on the left) columns. Finally we shall append the 
p-th submatrix to make columns of now yet square matrix linearly independent. 
During .the composition of submatrices from the single columns there can be left*) 
the columns which correspond to those input values at the beginning of reaching, 
which can be made — together with initial and final states — the object of specifi-
cation. 
xt+v = At + v - 1 ••• At+lAta + 
+ L ^ t + v - 1 • • • ^ t + v - 1 - v p t V t + v - v p • • • At+v- 1 f
, p , t + v - 2 lVt + v - 1 
--------- A,+ v _ 1 . . . A, + v + l _ v 2 l > 2 , t + v - v 2 •••
 J4t + v - 1 t
) 2 , t + v - 2 t>2,t + v - l 
A, + v_1 . .. A . + T+1_V2_1) ( + v_Vl . . . A(+v_jJ7]j( + v_1 t>l ,( + v_ . J 
"V.t + v -2 
• - . l + v - 1 
• 2 , í + v - 1 
tl.t + v - v . 
L и l , t + v ~ l J 
*) oj = 1 for / =• 1, 2 .,. p , Vj < v else o"( = 0. 
+ ° _ ___• ^ í + v - l • • • Af + v + 1 - i l ' l , í + v ~ i м l ,t + v - i + 
І = Vl + l 
+ a2 E ^ t + v - l •••-4f + v + l - i Ь 2 , t + v - i M 2 , f + v - i + 
+ ap E ^ f + v - 1 ••• - 4 , + v + l - , ř ' p , , + v - i
M p , t + v - i + 
i = v p + l 
v - 1 
+ frp+1 , t H p + l ,f + _ L ^ * í + v - l ••• Aí + v + 1 - i ^ p + l ,t + v - i M p + 1 ,t+ v - i + 
+ lV+г.t^p+г.t + L^f + v - l • • • A t + v + l - i t ' p + 2 . t + v - i м p + 2,t + v - i + 
i = l 
+ ^>r,t
Ur,t + E ^ f + v - 1 ••• ^ f + v + l - A , f + v - i M r , t + v - i • 
i = l 
The latter equation we finally solve for 
M P , , + v - v p 
(2) Theorem. Let (A„ Bt) be reachable. Then there exists such preliminary control 
gain i_1>t that even (A, — BtKu„ blt) is reachable. It holds: 
Kut = SM'
1 
where the selector 
S = [s„...s2 s_], 
s. __= - e j for ; = v)5 Vj + v_,..., Vj + v2 ... + vl,-l 
_= 0 for remaining j . 
(Matrices K l j ( , S, Sj, e} are of dimensions r x n, r x n, r X 1, r x 1.) 
Proof. We shall prove that the column vectors of reachability matrix Mt + V^v 
of the couple (A ( — BtK1 „ blyt) are uniformly linear independent. To this, we shall 
prove the relation 
^ l , t + V - l ^ / ( + v-l = S . 
Gradually we shall obtain for the column vectors of the reachability matrix for 
single input in the dependence of the column vectors of reachability matrix for p 
418 inputs: 
" l . t + v - l = " l . t + v - l , 
( A ( + v - l - B ( + v - i I ^ l , t + v - l ) t^l,, + v - 2 = ^ t + v - l V t + v - 2 
because of <Ki,t+v-il>i,t + v-2 = 0. 
( A ( + v - l - B ( + v - l ^ l , ( + v - l ) ( A ( + v - 2 - B ( + v _ 2 _ V l j ( + v _ 2 ) _> l j ( + v _ 3 = 
= (-4. + V-1 - B ( + V _ i i v l j ( + V _ , ) A(+V_2t3lj(+V_3 , 
because of K1>( + v_ 2_> l j ( + v-3 = 0 and further equals to 
^ t + v - l A t + v - 2 t > l , t + v - 3 
because of J _ l j ( + v _ 1 A ( + v _ 2 / j 1 ( + m _ 3 = 0 
( A ( + v _ ! — _- ( + v - l ^ l , f + v - l ) (/4f + v - 2
 — - B ( + v _ 2 l ^ l , ( + v - 2 ) ••• 
. . . ( A ( + v _ V j - + l ~ -l>f + v + v J - + l i v \ , t + v -Vi+ i ) 0 1 ( + v _ v , = 
= ( ^ t + v - 1 ~ I>t + v - l - l M , ! + v - l ) ^ t + v - 2 ^ f + v - 3 • • • ^ t + v - v i + l t ' l , t + v - v i = 
= A( + v _ 1 A ( + v - 2 ••• Af + v - v , + l l ' l . t + v - v i » 
because of __1>( + V _ 1 A ( + V_2 ... _ > l j ( + v_Vj = 0. These v1 vectors compose matrix 
M1 j( + v-1 which is part of reachability matrix ~# ( + v_ 1 for p inputs, which is uniformly 
regular: consequently the latter vt vectors are uniformly linearly independent. 
Further: 
• ( ^ t + v - l ~ B t + v - l - l M , f + v - l ) ( ^ t + v - 2 ~ Bt + V_2K1J + V_2) ••• 
• • • ( A t + v - v , - # f + v - v , I M , t + v-Vi) l>l,f + v - V l - l = 
= (y*t + v - l ~~ I*l+v-lIM,t+v-l) At+v-2^f+v-3 • • • ^ f + v-Vi t>l , t + v - v , - l = 
= A, + v - i ••• A(+v-Vlfelj(+v-vi-i + B ( + v _ 1 e 2 = 
= £'2>(+v_1 + linear combinations of previous vectors, 
( ^ f + v - l — l*t + v - l I M , t + v - l ) ( A ( + v , _ 2 — i - ( + v _ 2 . F v l j ( + v _ 2 ) . . . 
. . . ( A ( + v _ V l _ , — B ( + v _ V l _ M j t + v - v i ) ->i , , + v - v i - 2 = 
= ( A ( + v - i - B ( + v _ , / - l j ( + v _ 1 ) ( -> 2 j ( + v _ 2 + lin. comb, of prev. vect.) = 
= A( + V_1fo2(+V_2 + linear combinations of previous vectors 
( A ( + v _ ! - _ J ( + v _ 1 / - l j ( + v _ 1 ) ( A ( + v _ 2 - B ( + v _ 2 i M , , + V - 2 ) - - -
. . . ( A ( + v _ „ + 1 — .B ( + v _ „ + i _ v l j ( + v _ „ + 1 ) 0 l j ( + v _ „ = 
= (4, + v-l - £ ( + v-1K1>( + v _ 1 ) (A t + v_2 . . . A ( + v _ V r + 1 5 r , ( + v._Vr + 
+ linear combinations of previous vectors) = 
= At+V_^ ... At+v_Vr+1or,+v,_Vr + 
+ linear combinations of previous vectors. 
(3) Note. Our approach to control of initially unknown plants was based on three 
equivalent problem-oriented models. Still further equivalent models and their appli-
cations are treated in [17]. 
SYMBOLS 
x, A state, state matrix 
u, b, M, k'con input, input matrix, reachability matrix, control gain 
y, c', N, krec output, output matrix, reconstructibility matrix, reconstruction 
gain 
v, w output disturbance, input disturbance 
t time 
a, b phase realization parameters, regression parameters 
12P transform matrix from the first to the second state coordinates 
n dimension of state, length of regression 
acom areo aid specified coefficients of characteristic polynomials of decay of 
initial error of control, reconstruction, recursive identification 
I unit matrix 
eue2 ... e„ first, second, ..., n-th column of unit matrix 
. . . 0 a, 
'" -1 a. mm 
(^<VK^0([-^4^[^]).(pJi].[-f] 
X, char A characteristic value, characteristic polynomial of matrix A 
U, Q, Z, F4 reals, rationals, integers, integers modulo q 
x, x reconstruction of x, error of reconstruction of x 
a' transposition of a 
—def equal by definition, denotes 
-*> i—* mapping, rule of mapping 
(Received July 15, 1977.) 
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